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Planning has become so thoroughly accepted, not only in socialist

economies but also in capitalist and mixed economies, that the issue has

ceased to be whether to plan or not. Rather, attention is now more

properly fooussed on how to plan so as to maximise the benefits that
can be derived from all utilisable resources. An important planning

strategy that has gained considerable attention over the past two
0 1

decades or so is that of growth poles. This strategy emphasizes

selective and planned concentrations of economic activity. But such
centres not only draw resources from neighbouring areas, they also

send their output to those areas. Thus, there is some degree of mutuaLL

interdependence.

As long as the growth centres and the neighbouring areas, are under

the same political authority, the problem of regional planning based on

growth pole strategy reduces to that of (a) making a commitment, and

1. The concept of growth poles first came to the limelight through
the writings of Francois Perroux. See his "Economic Space: Theory
and Application," Quarterly Journal of Economics. Vol. 64, No. 1
(Feb. 1950).
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(b) finding the means to carry it out. There are instances, however, when

a growth centre and its supporting areas fall on different sides of an

international boundary. Whenever that happens, several problems arise

from the standpoint of planning. This paper attempts to explore some

of these problems.

The paper consists of five sections. The first section briefly

reviews the nature of growth centres which fall entirely within the borders

of a country. Section II discusses in a general way some of the problems

that arise when the "area of influence" of a growth pole is fragmented

by international borders. Section III examines the African experience

in the light of the discussion in the preceding section. Some policy

issues that arise from the analysis are taken up in Section IV. The

paper ends with some closing remarks in Section V.



I. THE MO - BOUNDARY SITUATION

The concept of growth poles is intertwined with that of central

places. The later provides the hasis for the former. Therefore,

for the purpose of this paper, they will be regarded as the same

phenomenon. In other words, the theory of central places is the theory

of growth poles,

.L growth pole has three main dimensions. These are: the location,

the size .and the shape. By definition, a growth pole or growth centre

is a geographical agglomeration of activities - economic and social,

as well as political - which potentially can transmit growth impulses
1

to its periphery. It invariably coincides with a central place. The

emergence of such centres or locations is determined largely by five

factors. The first is a favourable natural resource endownment. This

may take the form of a port, or a centre for the production and

distribution of a good or service. In any case, such centres are

chaiu.cterized by high concentrations of people and facilities.

The s.econci factor is the existence of economies of scale enjoyed

by a groxith centi'e relative to other locations in the economy which are

not growth centres. Because of higher effective demand potential and

1» A. clarification is necessary at the outset. Although we are saying
that growth poles are necessarily central places, this does not in
any vra.y imply that all central places are growth poles. Subsequent
discussions will show why.



consequently higher production level in a growth centre, scale economies-

can be fully exploited. This will result in lower production costs and

will reinforce the competitive advantage that such a growth point has over

the peripheral areas. The third factor has to do with shipping (i.e.

transport) coots. It has been observed that the location of some central

places or growth poles can be explained in terms of the existence of
■]convenient and relatively cheap transport facilities. Such facilities

aid the growth points in serving the satelite or market areas. The fourth

determinant is the political factor. A particular location may emerge as

a growth centre either as a result of a fortuitous political set-up (e.g.
administrative headquarters) or as a result of a deliberate political

decision. The fifth factor may be termed "historical accident I" This is

not independent of the preceding factors. Rather, it merely underscores

the fact that historical happenings like communal wars may explain the

concentration of people and the consequent emergence of a growth centre

at a particular location.

1. Readers who are familiar with the literature on growth poles will
see some parallel between the discussion above and Walter Christaller'
three, principles, of spatial organisation, namely marketing, transport¬
ation and administrative principles. For a brief description of
Christaller1 s principles and their.application to the. pattern of
growth centres in Nigeria, see A. L. Mabogunje, Growth Poles and
Growth Centres in the Regional Development of Nigeria. Geneva, 197I.



JL second dimension, of growth, poles mentioned above is the size of

market area. Barring any political and topographic constraints, and

assuming (among others) a profit maximizing mode of behaviour, the size

of the market area «pen to a growth centre is determined Largely by tran¬

sport costs. The point is best made with the simple and familiar

Loschian demand cone shown in Figure 1. The size of the market space

determined by the radius of the circle NWSE, depends un how much it costs

to transport goods and services from a growth pole located at C tu the

different consumming points between, for example, C and E. Assume that

at point G the retail price ^f a good is p. Then, quantity demanded with

zero transport cost is CQ,. On location t-] , quantity demanded is Cq2

(where CQ,> 0qo)* at the price of p plus transport cost3. Since the height
r

of the cone measures quantity demanded, it becomes apparent from Tigure 1

that on a. locatiun such as fi, quantity demanded is zero as; a result of the

prohibitive shipping surchage. To paraphrase Adam Smith, the extent of

the market is limited, in this case, by the cost of transporting the out-

1, Several simplifying assumptions are obviously implied here. One of
them is a downward sloping demand curve.



The specific shape of the "area of influence" which is the third

dimension of a growth pole, is a theoretical issue on which we need not

say much here. The important point to make, however, in anticipation #f

the discussion in the nex* section, is that whatever shape is assumed for

the market area under conditions free of boundary constraints, it is

bound to be distorted once such constraints are introduced.

Having said that, we now need to explore briefly what happens when

both the location and the entire market area of a growth pole fall within

the boundaries of a country. Two points need to be made right away. The
i

first is that if one assumes that factors of production (mainly labour,

capital and entrepreneurship) are much more mobile within a country than

between countries, then a growth pole in a central place will have a

positive effect on the peripheral areas. This "trickling - dom" effect
A

(to use a Hirschman'eeque terminology) or "spread" effect (in Myrdalian
2.

terminology) oan take the form of increased investment and purchases of

primary materials by the centre in the periphery. Additionally, the

ability of the centre (c) to absorb unemployed factors of production from

the periphery (p) will he enhanced. The result of all this is that per

capita income and consumption will rise in the latter. Thus, there is a

1i. See A. 0. Hirschman, The Strategy of Economic Development (Yale
University Press, Hew Haven, 1958; Chapter 10.

2. Sea G. Myrdal, Economic. Theory and Under developed Regions (London,
1957) Chapters J and 4.



direct and full transmission of growth impulse to all surrounding areas,

the only factor limiting the areas that can he beneficiaries of the-

growth impulse being transport costs.

The second point to make is that the emergence of a growth pole will

also give rise to "polarization" or :,rbackv;asri" effects (again following

Hirschman and Myrdalj respectively). For one thing; such an un-favourable

oonsequence - from the point of view of P - will occur if skilled and

enterprising manpower in P migrates to C. For another, it can occur

because o. two higher level of efficiency and strong competition from C

which may depress economic activities in P.

The net effect of these conflicting forces on P (which lies entirely

within a country) is impossible to predict a priori. Hirschman hypothe¬

sizes that, in view of the relatively high mobility of production factors

within the boundaries of a country, polarization effects will be strong.

But essentially for the same reason, the tripling - down effects will

also be strong. Two questions immediately «some to mind; first, what can P

(or the whole country) do to minimize the unfavourable polarization effects?

And, second, what can C (or the country) do to maximize the desirable

trikling-down effects. .

Let us briefly examine the second question first. It would seem that

the greater tlie complementarity between activities in C and those in P,

the easier it i's to transmit growth impulses from the one to the other.



Such, interdependence will emerge if; C and P are each other's customer with

respect to the supply of primary products, purchase of final goods, use of

investment funds, etc. In addition, the right political leadership which

is committed to spreading growth impulses spatially is often indispensable,

With regard to the question of minimizing the polarization effects in

the context of a single country, the best solution in a mixed or capitalist

system of economic organisation would seem to be the provision of special

incentive schemes. Such schemes .would aim, first, at discouraging the

tendency to deplete P of its valuable factors, of production, and, second,

at encouraging the flow of "economic activities from C to P. In a planned

economy, the solution consists mainly of recognizing the problem and taking

the necessary measures.

On balance, all that can be said with any degree of assurance is that

if there is effective political power in P, the trickling down effect will

outweigh the polarization effect. But if P is.politically impotent, it

will suffer à net un-favourable effect as a result of the intense economic

activities going on around G,

11 PROBLEMS OF DITmfi"ATIOhAL BOUBMRILS

What we have done in the preceding section is to.present a bird's

eye view, of the implications of the emergence of a growth pole for its

hinterland, with no political border to contend with, It has. been shown

that in the no-political-border case, the location of a growth pole is
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determined largely "by the unequal distribution or concentration of

people ad natural resources. But the size and shape of its. market area

("area of influence") are determined mainly "by topography and transport

facilities or costs.

how, what happens when the boundary of what may be called the

"natural market area" does not coincide with the political boundary? In

other words, what are the implications for the size and shape of the

market area of an emergent growth pole located near an international

boundary? What sets of problems- are created on" each side of the border?

The effect of an international boundary on the size and shape of

a market area is illustrated in Figure 2. As before, without the border,

the market area open to a supplier at C (at a given price) is the circle

'WBEB1, given all the necessary simplifying assumptions. Suppose an

international border 'BGB' to drawn across this area. Because of tariff

and non-tariff barriers (to be described below) that such a border implies,

the price of goods and services supplied at C will automatically, rise for

all buyers to the right of the 'BGB' border line. Consequently, the

market area -.rill shrink to, for instance, WBAIDB1. With smaller demand,

the market may net be able'to support optimum - size plants or large-scale

industries at G. The developmental and welfare implications will become

clear later.
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1• Political Borders as Trado Barriers

One of the consequences of the existence of borders between

nations is that the structure and volume of trade arc affected, often

adversely affected. Trade between any two independent countries can

be affected as a. result of any of the following:

(i) tariffs and quotas

(ii) discriminatory taxes or laws

(iii) inspection requirements

(iv). buy "homer-made-goods" campaigns

(v) labelling or special specification requirements

(vi) different language, culture and tastes

(vii) different systems of weights and measures

(viii) different monetary systems

(ix) exchange control

(x) official redtape or corruption.



Each, of thosa factors implies an increase in the delivered prices of

traded goods and services. Many of them are calculated measures

designed either in response to short-run balance of payments difficulties

or to promote and protect domestic industries. Some of them are merely

means of asserting political sovereignty, while others are just easy

sources of revenue for the government. Whatever the motivation, the

important point is that individually and collectively, their existence

impedes the exchange of goods and services between two nations.

The implication for a growth centre near an international border

should be obvious. As for the growth centre itself, as we have shown

above, its market area is reduced. Therefore, the industries located

there will have to under-use their capacity, or their capacity will have

to be sub-optional in size. In any case, the effective (as opposed to

the potential) market area may be unable to support many, if any, large-

scale industries for which transport costs are crucial. Thus, customers

lost in one segment of the circular (or hexagonal, etc.) market area

cannot be made up for by extending the market area in other directions.

For instance, in Figure, any attempt to make up for customers located

in the shaded area (BAFDB'E) by extending W further to the left will

be futile. By definition, areas beyond BWB' to the left are "out of read

to the producer at C because of prohibitive transport costs. Industries

of the growth centre will, therefore, be denied the benefits of economies

of large-scale production. Consequently, the growth pole will not

develop to the fullest extent that it is capable of developing.
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What about the growth polo periphery lying on the other side of

the border? In terms of our Figure 2, is the area BAFDB'E better off

or worse off xíith the existence of the international boundary BGB'?

The situation here is a little more complex. We said earlier on that

by their very nature, such areas are less favourably endowed in terms of

natural resources and resident skilled and enterprising manpower, than

the growth pole into whose orbit they fall. We also said, following

Hirschman, that the growth pole will simultaneously hava trickling-down

and polarization effects on such areas. Therefore, the question really is:

considering the poor resource base of the periphery, will_the polarisation

and trickling down effects be stronger or weaker when trade with the growth

centre is curtailed? One can say categorically that the spread of growth

stimuli from the "centre" to the periphery will be weaker. Much less

predictable is the polarisation effect. It all depends on whether the

national government of the country where the periphery is now located will

act more vigorously to compensate for poverty of resource base than the

government on the other side. It is essentially a political decision.

On balance, there can be no doubt that the peripheral areas will be better

off if the two countries can co-operate in trade and other matters. In

other words, they should act more or less as if the border was not there!

This leads to the most important theme of this paper: the need for

inter-country co-operation for regional development.



Other M'fects of Borders

Up to this.point, we have emphasized the role of an international

"boundary, especially when it cuts across the "area of influence" of a

growth pole, as a formidable barrier to ír.e trading in goods and

services. But the effect in other areas are at least equally serious#

Three such other important areas will be mentioned in brief#

One of the we11-known propositions < • international trade theory

is that if, among other things, factors of production (labour, capital,

entrepraneurship) can be assumed to be perfectly mobile between coun¬

tries as they often are assumed to be within countries, then factor

prices will be equalized in space. This is the factor-price equali¬

zation theorem, • But one of the equally wellknown facts of the real

world is that international boundaries invariably hinder the free

movement of factors of production. The result is that mot JOrfLyi&ral

jfaaAcr-pricfccrr.fi-t equalised internationally, there is the common

phenomenon where one country has> a glut of certain fiactors while the

development of a neighbouring country is constrained by a shortage,

of those sane factors. Here again, the solution lie.:, in some^

form of supranational co-operative arrangement.

The second other area where international borders constitute a

problem is the attainment of a unified monetary system. Trading

transactions are understandably made much easier if the trading partner

operate under the same monetary system. Unfortunately, countries

often appear to feel that their economic independence is either
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threatened or net complete unless they have their own individual

currency units, .

Thirdly, international borders are an interference to the full

development of supranational but economically and culturally homo¬

geneous areas. Once there is more than one centre of political

decision-maIcing, comprehensive deuelopment programming that is often

necessary for growth pole peripheries becomes susceptible to, at best,

compromises, and at ;orst, neglect,

lia sum, our contention in this section is that, apart from its

distorting effect on the structure and volume f trade in goods and

services, an international border impedes the free movement of factors

of production, obstructs the evolution of a unified monetary system

and generally hinders the full development 'of an economic region. In

the next section we consider the relevance of these issues in the

African context,

t . V

III CrHOWTK POLES MP NATIONAL BOuITlAfJdS IÍT AFRICA

In assessing the problems posed by arbitrary national boundaries

for a planning strategy based on growth poles, it is useful to bear

in mind certain features of the African continent. Four of these

features will be discussed in relation to ine preceding general .

analysis.
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The first striking and well-known char-acteristic of African countries

is their small size. They are small in more than one sense. Some of them

are small in terms of land area. At least 18 countries have areas less

than 500,000 square kilometers. Perhaps more important, many of them

are small in terns of population size. Twenty-two countries have ten

million or less. Most important, however, is their small purchasing

power as measured (roughly) by the por capita income, See Table 1 for

details. One of the benefits derivable from a growth pole strategy is

economies scale. Where potential demand is arbitrarily and artificially

constrained by national borders, as we have shown, not only will such

benefits be reduced, efforts to build efficient, large-scale industrial

complexes will be frustrated. Two examples can be cited here. The first
is the much-talked-about iron and steel complex for West Africa. Although

most countries of the region have some deposits of iron ore, the lowest-

cost producers are Mauritania, Liberia and Sierra Leone. The foror over

location arises because none of these or other countries in West Africa -

not even Mgeria - has yet the industrial base needed to support a modern

large-scale iron and steel complex. So far, considerations of national

boundaries and national pride have overridden those of economics,

1. See R.H, Green and A. Saidman, Unity or Poverty? The Economies of
Pan-Africanism. Penguin Books, Inc., 1968. Chapters 1-4
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TABLE 1 : AREA. POPULATION ANE GDP OF SOME AFRICAN COUNTRISS

Area in
1 ,000 sa. Icn.

Total Population,
1968 in 1,000

Population density
ner. sq. km. 1968

Gross National
at 1968 Market

- Product
Prices

Absolute in
mill. $

Per Capita $

Burundi 23 3,421 122 181 53
Cameroun 475 5,559 12 973 175
Central African Rep. 623 1,475 2 1.89 128
Chad 1,284 3,456 3 252 73
Congo Brazaville 342 912 3 196 215
Dahomey 113 2,505 22 233 93
Gabon 268 475 2 250 526
Ivory Coast 322 4,094 13 1,298 317
Madagascar 587 6,479 11 758 117
Mali 1,240 4,859 4 440 91
Mauritania 1,031 1,093 1 191 175
Niger 1,267 3,619 3 - 340 94
Ruanda 26 3,348 129 147 44
Senegal 196 3,734 19 833 223
Somalia 638 2,717 4 171 63
Togo 56 1,760 32 248 141
Upper Volta 274 5,137 19 267 52
Zaire 2,345 16,648 7 1,498 90
Botswana 600 600 1 65 108
Gambia 11 351 31 53 151
Ghana 239 8,404 35 2,420 288
Kenya 583 10,108 1:8 1,295 127
Lesotho 30 1,018 30 76 75



TABLE 1: (CQNTD.)

Malawi 118 4,324 36 258 69
Mauritius 2 794 397 172 217
Nigeria > 924 61,676 67 4,070 66
Sierra Leone 72 2,488 34. 440 177
Swaziland 17 398 23 80 201
Tanzania 940 12,578 13 931 74
Uganda. 236 8,092 34 777 96
Zanbia

*! Í i

753 4,097 5 1,407 345

Î CÏ.AI : 15,640 186,271 12 20,549 110
Excluding Nigeria: 14,716 124,595 8 16,479 132

Scarce: EEC Conference P&rlanentaire de L' Association, Doc. 36 l/ll, Annexe VI, P. 2.

#



A. second example is the potential development of a large-scale,

modern and efficient chemical industry based on the high-grade phosphate

deposits in Togo. Two problems have- frustrated the emergence of such a

growth point: irr.ae ruate market and lack cf cheap power supply in Togo.

The first problem, could be solved if West African markets were not as

fragmented as they ..me. As of now, most o_: lie phosphate mined in Togo is

exported in raw ;'cr . The solatia „o the second problem can readily be

found in neighbouring Guana.

Aside from the sise spect, some African countries have poor

resource base. The Gambia, Xteiioney, Chad, Central African Republic and

Congo (Brazzaville) fall in this category. R>r these countries, the

constraints of national borders will have to be relaxed in the interest

of development. Without it, it is difficult to see how a growth pole

strategy can be made to work.

Thirdly, the African continent is well known for its arbitrary,

colonial-imposed bordeis which cub across "economic regions". The

Senegambia area and the Lake Chad Basin are two good examples in West

Africa. Similar examples can be found in Central and Southern Africa. In,

the absence of intercountry co-operation, the balkanization of such

economic entities makes comprehensive planning and regional development

impossible.
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The fourth characteristic is that of landlockedness. At least ten

African countries are in this category. Lack of access to the sea

considerably complicates their transportation planning, and since an

effective gròwtft pole must have good transport facilities joining it

with its periphery and with the outside world, these countries are

derived of the growth, stimuli nthat usually develop around ports and

transportation systems.

To illustrate -the kind of linkages and comprehensive industrial

planning from which countries with the features just described cannot,

acting alone, benefit, we shall use the example of a potential growth

pole given by Reginald H. Green and Ann Seidman. There is no better way

•j
of describing it than to quote then:

" As a first step towards industrialization,

(a small African country) proposes to establish

a large sugar mill. This presupposes an export

market for sugar either in Africa or abroad, since

its own market will be too snail to consume the

total output of a large-scale modern sugar industry.

By itself, such a factory will not fundamentally

alter the econoraic structure or provide many jobs or

skills. However, a large-scale modern sugar-refining

plant may lay the basis for an extensive industrial

1. Ibid., pp. 64 - 65.
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complex if markets can be found for the output,

sugar itself may be used'as a component in a number

of industrias. It is technically no less satisfactory

than coal, softwood and maize derivatives as a hasls.

for synthetics. Molasses, a by-product of sugar

refining, is a bane for a number of chemical and

synthetic products. Alcohol, for industrial uses as

Vieil as beverages, is another sugar product.

Bagasse, the crushed sugar cane, nay be used for

several types of paper -.rid hardboard manufacture and

for furfural, an important base for plastics,

" Turning to backward linkages, the sugar mill

will create an enlarged market for cash-crop farmers,

so providing incentives to develop and apply improved

techniques. The complex of industries growing around

sugar refining will, at the same time, increase the

non-farm working force, thus creating a demand for

the production, and sale of additional domestic food

supplies and- increasing the farmer's incomes. In turn,

the addition .1 ural incomes generated will -provide

increased demand for fertiliser, cloth, refined sugar

and construction matériels produced by the growing

indust ria1 complex."
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It hardly npedeeemphasizing that such a growth pole strategy built

around sugar refining becomes feasible only if access to markets outside

the national boundary is possible.

IV SOME POLICY IMPLICATIONS

The paramount conclusion one drawns from the foregoing is that

co-operation among African countries is imperative if their growth

potential is to be realised. Countries with small markets arising from

inherited colonial boundaries can benefit from a growth pole strategy of

development provided there is co-ordination of development programmes

among neighbouring countries.

In this respect, there are at least four specific areas of

useful co-operation. These are industrialization, transport, water

resources and trade. They will be considered briefly in turn.

The need for co-ordination in the industrial area is made clear

with the examples of sugar refining, iron and steel complex and chemical

industry cited earlier in this paper. With co-operation, each country

can specialize in certain industries where it has a clear comparative

advantage. This will enable it to build up modern, efficient large-scale

industries with substantial linkages that will have an impact on the
1

structure of the whole economy,

1, See K.M. Barbour, " Industrialisation in West Africa ,"
Journal of Modern African Studies. Vol, 10 Wo, 3 (1972),
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Transport planning is another suitable area for co-operation.

This is crucial for the landlocked countries, hut it is important for

the others too. Host African countries still have colonial transport

networks: road3 and railways go from the hinterland to the sea-ports.

Access to neighbouring countries was never considered important. As

inog as these countries are suppliers of primary products for the

factories of Europe and America, the objective remains that of

facilitating the evacuation of such products from the hinterland to

the harbours. But_.no African country wants to remain dependent on

European markets indefinitely. In this connection, the proposed Mombasa

(Kenya) to lagos (Nigeria) Highway is a welcome move in the right

direction. There should also be a hilar to Douala Highway. However,

one development with regard to the former is of considerable concern

to us. Large-scale highway projects cost a lot of money and, in Africa,

have to be financed through external sources. It sounds rather curious

to us that financial donors in this case are insisting on dealing on a

bilateral basis with individual countries through which the Mombasa -

Lagos Highway will pass. This approach appears to be a design to bypass

the kind of comprehensive co-operative planning being advocated here.

While railways and roads are often the most significant modes of

transport in Africa, there are areas -where waterways should command

consideration. For instance, River Niger can provide easy, regular

and cheap means of travelling from Mali through Niger Republic to Nigeria.
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The Gongo River in Central Africa can serve the same purpose.

This leads us' to the third possible area of co-operation, namely,

water resources development. Some progress is already being made in

this sphere, A notable example is the Lake Chad Basin, Realizing that

this Lake region can be the focal point for development projects which

will benefit everyone., the four countries of the region (Camerooats, Chad,

Niger and Nigeria) formed the Lake Chad Basin Commission in the mid-1960'a

The Nigerian civil war interrupted the work of the Commission which, even

now, has not become fully operational. Two other Similar bodies are the

Niger River Commission comprising'Nigeria and Niger Republic, and the

Organization of Senegal River States (OERS) comprising Guinea, Mali,

Mauritania and Senegal. The latter, unfortunately, hás operationally

ceased to exist,

Finally, there is great potential for co-operation in trade matters.

This, in a broad sense, is the issue of economic integration and is

Clearly related to the other three areas that we have discussed. Barriers

to trade can be removed only if there is a formal co-operative agreement

among nations. Such an agreement can take several forms. It may be a

simple trade agreement where specified commodities are exchanged. Or it

could be co-ordinated regional planning. Even more desirable are customs
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•unions and connon markets. In an ideal situation not only goods will

flow more or less freely across national borders but the movement of

labour and capital will be unimpeded. Monetary systems will have to

be unified or harmonised, and fiscal policies will need to be co-ordinated

and rationalized.

V CONCLUDING EEMARKS

We have shown that international borders pose serious problems for

regional development planning based on growth pole strategy. Such borders

inhibit the flow of goods, services, labour, capital, entrepreneurship etc.

among nations, thereby considerably detracting from the potential benefits

derivable from a growth pole strategy.

The fundamental conclusion that we have reached is that it is only

through economic co-operation that African countries can fully utilize

the continent's resources. With co-operative, comprehensive planning,

every country lias a chance of being better off. Without it, every

country is almost certain of being worse off.

Areas identified for urgent co-operative efforts include industriali¬

sation, transportation, water resources development and tx-ade. Although

agriculture is not mentioned directly, it is of course implied in those

four areas. In leed, we believe that once a tradition of co-operation is

established in those major areas, co-operation in other areas will

automatically follow. The primary task is to convince the political



decision-makers, if not their advisers, that the costs inposed by existing

"colonial borders" far outweigh the benefits. If this can be done, then

the common aspirations in Africa for higher living standards will be

§chieved much sooner.
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